Chances of burglary are three times greater for on-campus Notre Dame students than for South Bend residents, according to Father Thomas Tallarida, director of off-campus housing.

Burglars, who called on campus "an unloved people," said the overall crime rate is high. "In September, 39 homes in South Bend were burglarized. Out of these burglaries, 14 were Student-rented residences," Tallarida said. "The cost of these robberies were made on off-campus student houses for a total property loss of roughly $17,700.

South Bend Police Detective Chief Michael Borowski said that students are easy targets for burglars.

"A student's pattern can be pretty well determined due to classes. This pattern can be picked up easily and the burglar then knows when it is safe to go in," Borowski explained. "We've asked the students to stagger the times they come and go wherever possible and to avoid making patterns.

"Tallarida's student assistance is also emphasized that students are "easy marks."

"Because of the amount of traffic in student residences, it is hard for neighbors to check student houses. Many do not even know who lives there," Wilson said. "Also burglars are aware that students have marketable goods."

Steroes Prime Target

A juvenile allegedly stole the stereo and cash from 118 Blaine Street between 7:30 and 11 p.m. October 2.

Marty Ruff, a renter of the house, explained that in guests were staying at his house the weekend of October 1.

"It seems like they did check the place out because we had people coming in and out all day," Ruff added. "He had to know that we were all going to be there for the J. Geils and Rod Stewart concert."

The thief did not touch two stereos, a television, and two calculators in the house, according to Ruff.

Four students at 1202 Cleveland Avenue lost over $3,000 in property October 3 in a house burglary, according to Tom Goode, one of the renters of the house. Goode said that three stereos and a stereo tape deck were taken between 10 a.m. and 11 p.m. "They look to me like stereos, ward, money and check book. I literally have nothing left," Goode added.

The thief allegedly broke in through a basement window. He opened up all our basement windows and we have locked and bolted all other windows. We have a porch light on and we got a watch dog," Goode stated.

"Four stereo speakers, a receiver, turntable, color TV and bicycle. England was out through the backyard," Whelan explained. "The suspect allegedly had been selling magazines in the area earlier in the week, Whelan added.

Whelan stressed the importance of renter's insurance on off-campus students and that they should be aware of the Crime Prevention Program.

"Because of the amount of traffic in student residences, it is hard for neighbors to check student houses. Many do not even know who lives there," Wilson said. "Also burglars are aware that students have marketable goods."

In 1969 Crime Districts

A total of 65 house burglaries in September occurred in three South Bend census districts, according to Tallarida.

These areas are district 10, immediately southeast of campus; district 19, between Laporte Street and wasnington Avenue; and district 19, the area between Portage Avenue and Lincoln Way West to Cedar Street.

Student input is necessary for the success of the off-campus programs, Tallarida stated.
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ND Junior class outlines plans

by Mike Kenahan

Staff Reporter

Bob Tully, class president, yesterday outlined planned Junior class activities for the coming year.

On Oct. 31, Halloween, the class will be sponsoring a hay ride and bonfire in Niles, Michigan. Hot dogs and cider will be available.

The class formal, being held Nov. 7 at the Indiana Club in downtown South Bend, will highlight the fall's activities. The dance will last from 9 pm to 1 am featuring "Paragon." The fee is $6.00 per couple. Tully stressed that there will be a 10 cent discount on dinner reservations at the Down Under and the Feel Good restaurants before the dance.

The Junior Class is planning a trip to Pittsburgh for the Pitt game. Buses will be leaving on Friday, Nov. 14 and returning Sunday, Nov. 16. A special reception will be held in the hotel of the William Penn Hotel on Friday evening. Tully added that balances for those going on the trip are due on Oct. 26 at the latest.

Highlighted in the spring semester will be "Parents Weekend." The weekend is scheduled for Feb. 21, 22. The class activities will hopefully allow juniors to "get to know each other better" according to Carol Simon, class secretary. "We're trying to promote activities to get all juniors involved," anyone interested in helping with the party should contact Notre Dame or St. Mary's Senior Class Officer.

Season plan Armyorny Partv

The Senior Class will sponsor an Army Party, Saturday night, Nov. 9. The Army officers can be purchased in the Dining Hall, the LaFortune Student Center and at the St. Mary's Dining Hall by seniors only.

The theme of the party will be "Last Hurrah," since this is the last home football weekend for the class of '76.

The party will be competing with a concert that night but we believe that the members of the Senior Radicals make prison break

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Helping Timothy Leary break out of prison was a "wonderful experience" even though the LSD guru later turned govern- ment informer, a member of the Juggitive Weather Under-ground says in an unreleased documentary film.

Bernardine Dohrn and four other radicals long sought by the FBI also say there may be more than just prison breaks and disclose that the March 1971 bailing of the U.S. Capitol fol- lowed an abortive first effort, according to the three film makers who made the docu- mentary. An account of the filming and quotations from the soundtrack appear in the Nov. 4 issue of Rolling Stone magazine.

Director Emile de Antonio said in the interview that Miss Dohrn, Miss Ayers, Cathy O'Connell and the two television film makers Haskell Wexler and Mary Lam- pione who were later charged said they were not involved in the Weather Underground "safe house" for the group or in making the movie.

The radicals have eluded the FBI for years and last spring the government subpoenaed de Antonio and other film makers to testify. Haskell Wexler and Mary Lam pione later were charged and the four have said they will not cooperate with any government inquiry.

**SUNDAY MASSES**

(Main Church)

5:15 pm. Sat. Fr. Robert Griffin, C.S.C.
9:30 a.m. Sun. Fr. Daniel R. Jenky, C.S.C.
10:45 a.m. Sun. Fr. Oliver F. Williams, C.S.C.
12:15 p.m. Sun. Fr. Bill Toohey, C.S.C.
Evenson will be at 4:30 p.m. in the Lady Chapel. Rev. James T. Burchaell will be the homilist.

---
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Energy crisis slated to be conference topic on Tuesday

by Phil Cackley

The Student Union Academic Commission will sponsor the conference "Practical Approaches to the Energy Crisis" featuring speakers on solar and wind energy and economic crisis economics.

The purpose of the conference, according to Joe Bury, associate commissioner of the Academic Commission, is "To make the students acknowledge the fact that there is an energy crisis, and to offer several viable alternatives to the form of energy presently relied on."

Bury stressed that the conference would be more than just a collection of speakers. He said that student participation in the program would be of utmost importance. This will be achieved through question and open discussion periods at the end of each program.

The program of speakers includes, for its first session on Tuesday, October 21 at 8:30 p.m. in the Library Auditorium, Cal Hollis, of the University of California, and Economics, Inc. He will open with a general introduction and talk on "Economics Ecology."

Hollis will be followed by J. Kevin O'Connor, manager of the Solar J Institute of Energy Conversion, at the University of Delaware. O'Connor will speak and show a slide presentation on solar energy. Solar 1 is a solar energy house which is the center of a research and development program focusing on solar thermal and electrical conversion and storage.

The third speaker for the evening will be Dr. Tyrone Cashman, of the New Alchemy Institute, in Woods Hole, Mass. Cashman's topic will be wind energy. His talk will include a slide presentation and focus on wind power in general with specific relevance to small-scale, self-sufficient food and energy systems. The New Alchemy Institute is devoted to research and education which seeks environmental solutions for individuals or small groups.

The conference's second session will be Wednesday, October 22, at 8:30 p.m. in Washington Hall. Featured will be Dr. Herrell Deagray, former Baboeck Professor of Food Economics at Cornell University, speaking on "Human Energy." Dr. James Arent, director of the National Center for Resource Recovery, Inc., will speak on "Reclaiming our Resources."

Deagray will concentrate on how the energy crisis has affected food distribution in both Third World nations and in America.

Albert's talk will deal in part with the use of nuclear power as an alternative source of energy.

The closing session will be Thursday, October 23, at 8:30 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. Charles Hull Wolfe, president of the American Economic Foundation will speak on "Free enterprise approach to problem solving."

In addition, David Morris, co-director of the Institute of Local Self Reliance, will speak on a "Systematic Approach to Public Policy."

The American Economic Foundation calls itself the "Headquarters for Supply and Economics," and has been described as an "inert group" for free enterprise.

The Institute of Local Self Reliance is a research group which investigates the technical feasibility of ecological, productive urban communities.

Each night, after the speakers give their presentations, there will be an informal question and answer, and discussion period. Student involvement in the conference will be vital here.

Listed as "discussion," for Tuesday night is James P. Kohn, professor of Chemical Engineering. On Wednesday night, "co-discussants" will be Al Saikali, of the World Hunger Coalition, and Dr. Daniel H. Winnie, assistant professor of Chemistry. At the closing session on Thursday night, Dr. Kenneth J. Jameson, president of the American Economic Foundation, will act as the "discussion leader."

The conference is open to everyone and is free.
Fun and good times abound at contests, bazaars and beer garden

by Mary Hukavina
Staff Reporter

You couldn't have asked for a more perfect fall day to complement St. Mary's second annual Oktoberfest. Sunny skies, crisp 50 degree temperatures, and the changing colors of the St. Mary's landscape served as the backdrop for yesterday's carnival.

The outside activities consisted of booths and games sponsored by the various classes and clubs, with prizes being awarded to winners.

"This is the second year, and we definitely think it's getting better," stated St. Mary's social social commissioner Molly McKenna. According to McKenna the aim of the activity is getting everyone at St. Mary's involved in having a good time.

She added, "It's sort of like an An Tostal in the fall, not as large of course, but eventually we'd like it to be. With the enlargement however, the expense of running it would rise."

Despite the fine weather and the optimism on the part of the sponsors, crowds appeared thin. Sophomore Ellen McSweeny asked, "Why was it scheduled right during the middle of mid-terms, how could they expect a large turnout with everyone concerned with tests?"

McKenna was pleased with the turnout however. She states, "The carnival was just one of the scheduled festival events with plenty of others to choose from."

According to McKenna the events were scheduled so that there would be at least one a student could attend. She added, The carnival crowds were good, everyone that came had a good time. We couldn't have the crowds too large because of scheduling contests and awarding prizes."

McKenna added, "The way it was set up students could come and go in between classes."

Rosanne Pecora, St. Mary's sophomore did just that. Sh said, "It was different, a change of pace. Instead of just going from one class to another, I'd stop and participate in a few games."

We sighted the ice cream eating and apple-bobbing contests as the most enjoyable. However, the overall favorite was the pumpkin carving contest. For one thin quarter aspiring artists carved away. Kellee Nash and Mary Beth Leslie carved the winning face.

A smile in the shape of the letters S. M. G. and eyes figured like the numbers 75 won it for the two St. Mary's sophomores.

At night fall, the two-day affair's finale was moved inside in a make-shift German beer garden in Regina basement. Crowds were considerably larger at the night's activity, attracted by a live band and flowing beer served in an authentic beer garden atmosphere.

Party-goers entering the hall were greeted by the German words, "Eins Zwei Guera" translated, beer here, three words understood in any language.

Photos by Tony Chifari

Layout by Dan Sanchez
Letters to a Lonely God: giving hostages to fortune
reverend robert griffin

This morning, very early, my dog Darby O’ Hill, greeted the rustle of the leaves falling from the trees, and the sound made him aware of his presence. He played for six o’clock to eight o’clock, he waited by my side, then he leaped on my lap, brown eyes watching me, wondering when I would get up and do the decent thing. A minute later, he would stand the waiting longer, he tapped me on the head. With patience, he jumped on the bed, walked, walked, until I got up and he finally settled down on my chest like a crunching stone from the New York library, and breathed creaked spoon louder in my face. Finally, when the doggy breathed didn't look like he was breathing at all. Right there, on my stomach, he scratched and scratched. Whether the vermin he was scratching was imaginary or not, I don't know. I don’t know. When the dog is capable of pretending, but the thought of that did it, as he knew it. I would be sitting burlapped on my sofa, put in my teaing, I would have caught him up to a fence when he got troublesome.

Dog owners, you see, like other parents, are worried about their children. Perhaps age greatest in life is the awareness that you’re going to give hostages, dogs are the most satisfactory hostages for a bachelor. (From Personal Essays of a Canon.)

There was a strange, sad, brown eyes watching me, wondering when I would get up and do the decent thing. A minute later, he would stand the waiting longer, he tapped me on the head. When I got up and he finally settled down on my chest like a crunching stone from the New York library, and breathed creaked spoon louder in my face. Finally, when the doggy breathed didn't look like he was breathing at all. Right there, on my stomach, he scratched and scratched. Whether the vermin he was scratching was imaginary or not, I don't know. I don’t know. When the dog is capable of pretending, but the thought of that did it, as he knew it. I would be sitting burlapped on my sofa, put in my teaing, I would have caught him up to a fence when he got troublesome.

Fonda is even more devastating in this film (she was an Oscar nominee) and is surrounded by Hollywood notables such as Burt Lancaster and Bruce Dern. All in this movie is highly recommended viewing, and if you wanted it back in 1969, there is no excuse for Sunday evening.

Special week price: those don’t they” highlight them. thomas o’neil

Below are some television trivia questions to amuse you.

1.) What is Sgt. Vincent Carter's name in the show?
2.) What were the first comedians to appear on television?
3.) Where was the Munster's telephone located?
4.) What was the first month that the show aired?
5.) What was the original host of the Tonight show?
6.) What was the title of an episode that is considered a classic?
7.) Who were the first comedians to appear on television?
A "affirmative action" is a twentieth century phrase. Over the last decade it has largely grown old too soon. The concept which the phrase expresses is struggling in adolescence.

Why hasn't the concept of affirmative action become enshrined alongside the rhetoric? One obvious answer is that the concept is less used than the rhetoric.

The phrase expresses is struggling in adolescence. Over the last decade it has largely grown old too soon. The concept which the phrase expresses is struggling in adolescence.
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Affirmative Action is of immediate concern to the faculty, particularly non-tenured members whose tenure or advantageous termination or elimination may be at stake. Affirmative Action commands respect because it offers political security for minority group members who are, perhaps, justifiably unwilling to expose themselves to positions of social status and for whom the market, as increasingly seeking-complacent, is outside the home. Implementation of affirmative action under some interpretations of the Supreme Court's mandate is an unwanted political control.

The evil promotes affirmative action programs. Organizations with a good legalistic control of well-paid jobs that do not attract minorities. Clearly discriminatory hiring practices provided legal cover to avoid the demands of the majority at the expense of the minority. Equality laws, however, have been seen as a threat. As a result, even colleges, universities, and high schools have been less able to discern themselves. It has been argued that a policy of equal opportunity is effective to the extent that it works in the schools, to the extent that it is educational equality. Where it is drawn, to the extent of achieving equality, it will be allowed, and to the extent it is necessary to avoid unequal treatment by race, it will be required.

It is not an option to take affirmative action. If, on the other hand, predictions of the demise of Affirmative Action enforcement are correct, it will be significant that the absence of the AFFRM program 100 years after the end of the Reconstruction. Such a development would, on one hand, provide the ultimate way of continuing the 1865-1877 period in which the &quot;freedom of the people of African descent. When injustices are not obvious, many find it more convenient to dissemble than to employ them.

Notre Dame after some controversy has sponsored an affirmative action program committing itself to increased promotion of racial minorities. Women regardless of legal status are still underrepresented for public funds. The Board of Ethical Conduct of Notre Dame, in fact, endorses the position that affirmative action is necessary to bring about educational and social change.
Welfare payments rise; record high is disclosed

WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's welfare expenditures shot up 20 per cent in the last four months, making the biggest family assistance programs climb to a record high, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare reported Thursday.

HEW said the number of persons receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) climbed sharply last June for the second straight month after being pushed steady up by the recession the previous nine months.

The report said AFDC caseloads totaled 11,076,000 per month, an increase of 5.1 per cent or 555,000 persons which marked the previous year's decrease of 1.8 per cent or 166,000 recipients.

Almost 8 million last year's recipients were dependents who accounted 1.4 per cent gain which indicated that adults were joining AFDC rolls slightly in proportionately more often than youngsters.

AFDC rolls last June, the latest month for which figures are available, topped 11.3 million persons and the cost of money payments, medical care and welfare services set a new high of $2.1 billion.

Monthly AFDC payments averaged $64.30 per recipient or $212.96 per family last year, compared with individual payments averaging $61.35 in 1974 and $57.25 in 1973.

The report said the AFDC caseload averaged 11,076,000 per month, an increase of 5.1 per cent or 555,000 persons which marked the previous year's decrease of 1.8 per cent or 166,000 recipients.

Almost 8 million last year's recipients were dependents who accounted 1.4 per cent gain which indicated that adults were joining AFDC rolls slightly in proportionately more often than youngsters.

AFDC rolls last June, the latest month for which figures are available, topped 11.3 million persons and the cost of money payments, medical care and welfare services set a new high of $2.1 billion.

Students renovate homes

In volunteer Renew program

by Mary Mungovan
Staff Reporter

Ten to fifteen St. Edward's and Lewis Hall volunteers will trade their books for paintbrushes and hammer Saturday morning to help renovate South Bend home on Walnut Street.

The Notre Dame volunteers, directed by Bill Seeger and Paul Campagna, together with volunteers from Holy Cross Parish, coordinated by James Dougherty, will help with mop payments, a 16.8 per cent gain over the previous year's rise of $2.1 billion.

The organization has eight branches, both Catholic parish and non-Catholic groups, of which Holy Cross is one. Renovation usually involves basic carpentry, plumbing, wiring or miscellaneous clean-up and maintenance, according to Seeger.

"Approximately 60 students from both halls have signed up, but students still have a chance to participate," he said.

"We can be called on by any one of the eight divisions, Campagna added, "but with 60 volunteers, we will be able to do all on the same people every time."

Materials and tools acquired by Renew and transportation depends on the combined efforts of South Bend and Notre Dame volunteers.

"It's a chance to get away from the books, do something useful, and meet other people," one volunteer commented.

Each Renew division is responsible for choosing the houses to be renovated and for screening the families who will move in, subject to confirmation by Renew, Inc.

"The family is usually just above the level of poverty in which they would qualify for welfare," Dougherty explained. "They have steady jobs, but would be unable to afford a house on the open market."

Renew acquires the substandard housing from the FHA or Model Cities Program or buys run-down houses valued at around $3,000 for the renovation.

"Since the houses are sold on land contract, Renew is responsible for them until the mortgage is paid. The usual monthly mortgage payment of $90, however, is less than most of these families are used to paying in rent," Dougherty stated. Contributions and mortgage payments pay for improvements, taxes and a contingency fund for emergencies.

Renew has just this week been designated by the American Catholic Bishops' "Campaign for Human Development" for a $100,000 grant. Dougherty announced. "This is in recognition of the fact that the neighborhood self-help impetus is the foundation of any true urban renewal," he stated.

Several Notre Dame students and professors participated in the Holy Cross projects on Harvey and Charles Streets, last year and was not until this year that it was organized as a "campus-wide" Community Service project serving all eight Renew divisions, Seeger said.

Renew, Inc. was founded in 1972 by Fr. Ken Mailey, pastor of Christ the King Parish. Since that time, 40 homes have been renovated in Holy Cross Parish alone, under the direction of Marcelle Pynaert, four of the 40 were restored, involving 50 to 75 parishioners.

Dougherty discussed the possible consequences of Renew for the individual families and for the community.

"The project not only advances the comfort and security of these families, it is a dignifying thing; it gives them a stake in the house and its upkeep," he stated.

"I can perhaps arrest a block or neighborhood decay," he continued, "or prevent undesirable transients and absentee landlords from acquiring the homes," he added.

Dougherty sees a trend toward community self-help in such projects as the Federal government's Urban Homesteading program and in the Park Avenue neighborhood improvement plans in South Bend.

The only authentic Italian
Deep Dish Pizza.

The pizza the world awaited!

WATCH OUR ADS ALL THIS WEEK FOR AN EVENT THAT YOU WON'T BELIEVE

(Save our valuable coupons.)

8-pack 16 oz. 7Up or Pepsi, just $1

277-1221 or 277-1222

Free Delivery
anywhere on campus
Biochemist's research aids his teaching

by Jorge Ferrero
Staff Reporter

Dr. Roger K. Bretthauer, director of the program in biochemistry and biophysics at Notre Dame, is one of the major serving active biochemist. He is currently working on various aspects of the synthesis and structure of certain complex macromolecules in eucaryotic cells (eucaryotic cells have a nucleus as opposed to procaryotic cells such as bacteria which lack a nucleus). Also being investigated are the functional aspects of the macromolecules.

Dr. Bretthauer received his bachelor's degree in Agricultural Chemistry from the University of Illinois, and his Ph. D. in biochemistry from Michigan State. He also received his doctoral work at the University of Wisconsin before coming to Notre Dame in 1964. In January of next year he plans to take a leave of absence to study mammalian cell systems at the University of Pittsburgh medical school.

British Revolutionary plans cited
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Steele to perform at Nazz

Singer-songwriter Bill Steele, best known as composer of the song "Garbage!" which will perform at the Nazz from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Sat. Oct. 17 and 18.

Although billed as a "folksinger," Steele has been described as a social commentator. His songs speak wryly—often hilariously—of politics, society and the human condition. His view of the world, which might be described as a little weird, is presented in songs with titles like "Dr. Jekyll's Cola," "The Boy with the Loving Cup Ears" and "Ode to a Nearsighted Rabbit."

His best-known song, "Garbage!" has been called the "ultimate ecology song." It has been performed by hundreds of artists and recorded by Pete Seeger, Bob Ross and others. His new LP, titled "Garbage! And Other Garbage!" is distributed by Bay Records.

Along with his own songs, Steele sings contemporary songs by other writers and a few traditional songs, accompanying himself with guitar and five-string banjo.

"Garbage!" has been distributed by Other Garbage! It is distributed by the New England groups have reconvened the Boston Massacre, the Tar and Feathering episode, and the capturing of Paul Revere. They recently traveled to Quebec to receive Benedict Arnold's loss to the British early in the war.

The world could use a few good miracles along about now.

Like a miracle of love. And a miracle of dedication and concern for our fellow man. This is the work of the Holy Cross Fathers. To serve our fellow man, and to make the world a better place in which to live. What about you? If a total commitment is what you're looking for, join us. Odds are you'll never turn water into wine, but you will help turn hatred into love. And that is the greatest miracle of them all.

For information write or visit:
FATHER JOSEPH CAREY, C.S.C.
HOLY CROSS FATHERS
BOX 541
ST. JOSEPH HALL
NOTRE DAME, IND. 46556
Cancer-virus links provide three with Nobel Prize for Physiology, Medicine

By DICK SODERLUND, Associated Press Writer
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — Three American scientists were named winners of the 1975 Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine on Thursday for research into possible links between viruses and cancer.

Dr. Renato Dulbecco, 61, an Italian-born scientist who still has the $143,000 award with Howard Martin Temin, 49, of the University of Wisconsin and David Baltimore, 37, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Dulbecco did most of his research in California but moved to London 10 years ago and now works at the Imperial Cancer Research Fund Laboratory.

The prize-awarding faculty of Sweden’s Caroline medical institution cited the three microbiologists for discoveries showing “the interaction between tumor viruses and the genetic material in the cell.”

Dulbecco said in London he was surprised that Temin and Baltimore were co-winners since, while they had been well acquainted, they had done their research independently. Dulbecco said he felt almost like a father to both of them.

“Nature is so very well and see them frequently, but it’s only recently that we realized our efforts were converging,” he said. “We thought we were doing quite different things.”

Temin was one of Dulbecco’s students in the 1960s at the California Institute of Technology while Baltimore was part of a Dulbecco-led team at the Salk Institute at La Jolla, Calif., Temin said in Madison, Wis., that he was “overwhelmed and honored” when he received the news from Baltimore, who telephoned from New York, where he is visiting professor at Rockefeller University.

Through parallel research, Temin and Baltimore achieved a major breakthrough in tumor virus mechanisms in 1970.

A central dogma in the field of molecular biology at one time implied that information transfer in nature could only occur from the genetic material to RNA to DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) to the alternate genetic material RNA (ribonucleic acid) and not in the other direction.

Both Temin and Baltimore were able to accumulate indirect evidence showing the occurrence of a specific enzyme in RNA tumor virus particles which could make a DNA copy from RNA, the Caroline Institute said.

Dr. Dulbecco’s current research is attempting to “understand the relationship of the laboratory tumor versus natural cancer.”

Clown volunteers sought for drama department

by Kathy Byrne

Volunteers are needed to be clowns at Head Start Centers in the South Bend area the week of October 27.

The purpose of the program is to initiate the children to school. It is sponsored by the Notre Dame-St. Mary’s Speech and Drama Department.

“It’s a lot of fun and the kids really love it,” said Debbie Hale, Head Start Clowns spokesman. “No special talent is needed.”
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such a franchise. Fewer people left campus vs. other universities. In addition, more and more...
Irish look to improve vs. Falcons

by Tom Krueck

This week the Irish need more than just another victory when they travel to Colorado to play Air Force. This game at Colorado Springs, the Irish need to start emphasizing the fundamentals and back up a sustained offensive attack and revitalizing their defense. This game marks the end of the first half of the season. The second half of the season begins with John McKay and his third ranked Southern California team on Saturday.

The last two games for Notre Dame have been to say the least shaky. Their defense has featured some unbelievable hitting at Camp Randall last week against North Carolina, the offense remained in its doldrums almost to the end of both games. In the words of Dan Devine "wasn't a showstuffer." This week does give the Irish a chance to get their gains采矿设置并证明这一点时，将显示结果并使内容更易于阅读。